Special Event – Workshop

INTERSECT Job Sims with Dr. Thi Nguyen
Tuesday, February 4, 2020
1:00pm-2:30pm, 177 Stanley Hall

Do you want to explore bioscience PhD career paths and narrow down options as quickly as possible? Do you want to try out real job tasks in different fields/roles all while staying in your lab? Attend this session to discover your career fit for:

- Freelance Journalism & Science Communication
- Policy and Advocacy
- Science Outreach and Education
- Intellectual Property
- Regulatory Affairs
- Research Development

Thi Nguyen, PhD, founder and developer of Intersect job simulations (https://intersectjobsims.com/) will lead an interactive workshop: you’ll experience an effective, efficient way to identify your relevant skills and strengths for different fields, and learn how job sims fit with other career planning tools such as IDPs to help you make informed and strategic choices towards a satisfying career. This workshop will enable you to:

- Describe key tasks and terminology for a non-bench career field
- Determine if you would like to further pursue a career field, before committing energy and time to an internship or additional training
- Identify next steps to make progress on career goals
- Apply what you have learned to the career planning section of your IDP

Bio: Dr. Thi Nguyen is co-PI for the InterSECT grant from the Burroughs Wellcome Fund and co-created the innovative InterSECT online career tool in 2017. The website now gets over 1,000 hits each month. She has a PhD in Neuroscience from UT Southwestern Medical Center and completed postdoctoral research at the Gladstone Institutes in San Francisco.

SIGN UP IN ADVANCE to attend